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Introduction

Findings

The Indiana Department of Transportation (INDOT)
Central Hot Mix Asphalt (HMA) Acceptance Lab was
opened on March 29, 2018 at the Office of Materials
Management (OMM) facility in Indianapolis. The stateof-the-art lab conducts acceptance testing on HMA
samples from INDOT’s Crawfordsville and Greenfield
districts, as well as appeals samples from the other four
INDOT districts. Each HMA sample undergoes multiple sequences of acceptance testing processes. In
2019, project SPR-4353 Central HMA Acceptance Lab
Process Improvement Project was conducted with the
goal of improving organization, workflow, and efficiency
in the central region HMA Acceptance Lab, and suggestion implementations that reduce the turnaround time
for tests from six days to four days. This project implements the key recommended actions from SPR-4353.

As reported in SPR-4353, four fundamental issues
inhibit the performance of the HMA Acceptance Lab
Turnaround Time.
1. Lack of a structured sample scheduling system
based on capacity.
2. Lack of capacity to meet peak demand.
3. Not focusing on maximizing throughput at the
bottleneck extraction operation.
4. Not getting results reported on the day the testing
is completed.
While numerous actions were recommended, and
some piloted, those with the highest impact were targeted to address four fundamental issues. In association
with those recommended actions, the implementation
objectives of this project were to do the following:

1. Establish a structured scheduling method.
•
•
•
•
•

A specific schedule is assigned to each test
for each sample.
The schedule is based on the date planned
for bottleneck Extraction operation.
Dates are scheduled for Extraction based on
the available capacity at Extraction.
All other processes/tests are scheduled
based on the planned Extraction date.
Do not load schedule to 100% of capacity, allowing time for reruns, appeals, etc.

2. Establish a Work Order (“Test Order”) routing
system to communicate scheduled dates and to
provide visual identification and control of the flow
samples in the lab.
3. Use the Resource vs. Demand model to facilitate/
trigger planning of overtime.
4. Adjust/stagger schedules of lab management/
administration staff to provide resources at endof-shift for reporting test results.
5. Establish and communicate a performance metric for schedule compliance (i.e., compliance to
the specific schedules for each sample).
All of these implementation objectives have been
achieved for this project.

Implementation
Achievement of the implementation objectives was accomplished primarily via implementation of the following
Excel-based tools:
•

•

A new “HMA Master Schedule” file, a macroenabled Excel tool, linked with, and importing
data from, the Districts’ “HMA Work Book” files.
A revised “Lab Work Sheet” file, linked with, and
importing data from, the “HMA Master Schedule”
file.

The implementation of these tools provided additional benefits by dramatically reducing the required manual
data entry time for entering samples into the HMA Lab

process, and by providing the ability to display real-time
daily schedule and completion information on large television monitors in the HMA Lab.
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